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Syntactic Cartography & The Height of 
Interpretation

An important aspect of the cartographic approach 
concerns its attempt to “syntacticize as much as 
possible the interpretive domains” (cf. Cinque & 
Rizzi 2008: 52). 

This move begs the question “syntax preempts 
semantics and pragmatic, but how?”. One way to 
think of the issue is to build a loosely organized 
syntactic hierarchy based upon the “height of 
interpretation”, a term borrowed from Hacquard
(2006). 
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The Syntax of Causality

As Ramchand and Svenonius (2014) shows, the 
traditional C-T-V split of a sentence structure may 
well reflect the ontological arrangement of 
proposition-situation-event (see also Platzack 2000; 
Wiltschko 2014). 

On the other hand, the cause-process-result 
hierarchy encoded by the first phase syntax in 
Ramchand’s (2008) sense is often extended beyond 
the vP periphery, manifesting itself up to the CP 
domain in Chinese, presumably due to its robust 
analyticity (cf. Huang 2015, Tsai 2015). 
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The Syntax of Causality

We are interested in combining the insights from 
both projects, and see how the notion of causality 
can be projected along the clausal spine. This in 
turn may well provide us a window into how 
“internalization” works to encode our conception 
and perception of this world into syntactic 
cartography in the form of structural hierarchy.

One of the revealing cases comes from the four 
types of how-construals in Chinese: 
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The Syntax of Causality
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The Syntax of Causality

We may thus sketch a coarse-grained hierarchy of 
zenme(yang) ‘how(manner)’:

(5)  The height of interpretation for how-construals: 

(>: c-command, scope over)

disapproval how > causal how > instrumental how > 
resultative how
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Three Types of Causation

Another core issue to explore here concerns how 
the following three types of (perception-driven) 
causal relations can be accommodated in our 
model of internalization (cf. Shen 1985; Reinhart 
2003):

(6) a. X Causes Y if X is the sufficient condition 
(or biconditional) to Y.

b. X Enables Y if X is an external event which 
is a necessary condition to Y.

c. X Motivates Y if X is the mental state which
is a necessary condition to Y.
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Shifting from Purpose to Cause

A purpose why like wei(-le) shenme ‘for what’ in (7) best 
embodies the Motivate relation, while a reason why such 
as weishenme in (8) instantiates the Enable relation. As 
for the Cause relation, how come and causal zenme ‘how’ 
in (3) seems to fit the description very well.

(7)     renmen hui wei(-le) shenme tingerzouxian?
people  will for(-LE) what take.a.risk
‘For what (purpose) will people take a risk?’ 
[purpose: PP]

(8)      renmen weishenme hui zishao?
people   why will self.kill
‘Why would people kill themselves?’
[reason: adverb]
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Grey area in-between Cause and Instrument  

An often overlooked aspect of this picture is that there is a gray 
area between the left periphery and the vP periphery (cf. Belletti
2005; Paul 2005; Tsai 2015). As illustrated in (9), with a non-
agentive subject, it is impossible for zenme(yang) ‘how(manner)’ 
to be construed as instrumental. On the other hand, it is under the 
cleft-focus (i.e., within the scope of the assertion/focus marker 
shi ‘be’), and not subject to the causal interpretation. 

(9) tianli shi zenme(yang) zhang-chu zacao de?
field.in be   how(manner) grow-out weed DE
‘How is it that weed grew in the field?’  [process/way]

What is at issue here is “the process/way by which weed grew in 
the field”. This type of construals lends substantial support to an 
active domain of Tense/Situation in Chinese in terms of an 
Assertion Phrase (AstP).



Yafei Li’s (2022) new book Universal Grammar and 
Iconicity addresses the issue how the development of 
Generative Grammar leaves some “voids” that does not 
fall under the core principles of UG. He compares these 
deficiencies to holes in Swiss cheese.
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Syntactic Voids and Iconicity 

He proposes that these 
voids should be filled 
through the interface 
interaction between UG 
and iconicity.



The most prominence case for these “functional deficiencies 
of UG” comes from verb serialization in accordance with the 
temporal sequence (cf. Tai 1985). Furthermore, the semantic 
relations between the verbs involved is quite restricted: 
resultative, instrumental, purposive and consecutive (cf. 
Chao 1946; Li 2022).
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Solving the Cheesy Problem 

Hopefully we may capture 
Li’s insight by internalizing 
a conceptual hierarchy in 
syntactic/cartographic 
terms, presumably through 
antisymmetry in Kayne’s 
(1994) sense.
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Internalization as Psychological Imprinting

A conjecture about internalization  ≈ 

psychological imprinting, which is of both nature 
and nurture.
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Imprinting Causality

We propose to liken internalization to the process 
of psychological imprinting, which is of both nature 
and nurture. In other words, the causality hierarchy 
in syntax may well be a reflection/imprint of the 
causal-effect relationship in the real world 
perceived by children. 

Since the eventuality causation is to be 
internalized in terms of syntactic hierarchical 
arrangement, inter-modular considerations such as 
Interface Economy play an important role (cf. 
Reinhart 1995, 1996).
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Internalizing and Parametrizing Causality

The actual encoding of the cause-effect relationship in
individual languages may well be stretched or contracted
according to the macro parameter-setting of analyticity,
e.g., clausal, phrasal, or lexical/compounding. As a result,
the syntactic projection of cause, process and result is
implemented not only according to their ontological
arrangement, but also by means of the morpho-syntactic
setup of individual languages.

Question:

Can we separate the perceptual causality from the logical
necessity based upon the notion of internalization? The
latter may well be innate, just like merge and recursion.
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Internalization & Parameter-setting

As a first approximation, I would like to 
hypothesize that both causality-encoding and 
parameter-setting constitute part of the 
internalization/imprinting process. 

It follows that the cause-process-result hierarchy 
is established in syntax through the development 
of cognitive and linguistic capacity, namely, when 
children learn the cause-effect relationship 
through their interaction with the outside world 
(e.g. kicking a ball results in its rolling to stop at 
some distance). 
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Cross-linguistic Evidence from English

A cross-linguistic parallel can be found in English short
questions (10a,b), where the inversion appears to trigger
peripheral construals such as causal or disapproval,
expressing some negative attitude of the speaker:

(10) a. For what? [purpose, reason]

b. What for?! [causal, disapproval]

Furthermore, the usage of (10b) is reminiscent of a rather
mysterious construction such as (11a):

(11) a. What can I do you for? [negative/abusive attitude]

b. What can I do for you? [neutral interrogative]
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Cross-linguistic Evidence from English
Question: Is this a case of simple ellipsis, or there is some
peripheral construal involved in the fine structure of PP, more in line
with Leu’s (2018:22) analysis of was für questions?
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A Causal PP analysis
A working hypothesis: It seems possible that what for
questions in English have a silent component of causality,
starting with the basic structure [pp for what CAUSE]:

(12)
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Cross-linguistic Evidence from English

Furthermore, how can be used as a complementizer
merged directly to the CP domain, scoping over a
proposition, as exemplified by (13) (cf. Legate 2010).

(13) They told me how the tooth fairy doesn’t really exist.
≈ They told me that the tooth fairy doesn’t really exist.

The height of interpretation again blocks the adjunct
reading, and ensure an interpretation like “the way it is” is
in place.

The way it is: not an instrument/manner, not a process,
not even a cause, but selfhood of the highest order (自然
zi-ran ‘self-so; nature’ in Chinese)
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The Way of How Come
Collins (1991) on how come questions:

a) It merges directly to the CP domain.

b) It does not trigger subject-Aux inversion.

Tsai (2008, 2015):

Outer zenme, as well as how come, is hosted by a
Causation Projection in the left periphery, i.e., a Causative
Phrase (CauP), as they presuppose an external cause:

(14) a. How come the sky is blue? [causal question]
≈ How does this event come around?

b. Why is the sky blue? [epistemic question]

Shlonsky & Soare (2011):

Why (and presumably weisheme) is merged directly to the
Spec of ReasonP in the left periphery.
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Internalization of Dao

Another way to understand this kind of ontology is to consider a
famous quotation from Daoism (法 fa means ‘follow, model
oneself upon;道 dao means ‘way, road’):

人法地，地法天，天法道，道法自然。《老子．道德經》

Human beings model themselves on the earth. The earth models
itself on the heaven. The heaven models itself on the Way. And
the Way models itself on selfhood.

Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching
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The Mandalorian: This is the way
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Zenme … fa Construction
There is no how-clause like (10) in Chinese, but we do manage
to find some comparable cases in nominalization, namely, the
following zenme … fa construction (see also Tang 2019):

(15) ta shi [zenme ge zuo fa]?
he be how Cl do method

‘By what means did he do it?’

(16) zhe gongzhu shi [zenme ge renshi fa]?
this princess be how Cl capricious degree
‘To what degree is this princess capricious?’

(17) zhe hua shi [zenme ge zhang fa]?
this flower be how Cl grow process
‘Through what process does this flower grow?’

(18) zhe niu shi [zenme ge si fa]?
this cow be how Cl die way
‘In what way did this cow die?’
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Self of Nature
It is worth mentioning that, in (13a), Chinese outer self may
trigger predication on a cause event in the discourse, producing
a “by nature” reading. The SELF operator binds the abstract
event variable, as in (13b), while functioning as a λ-operator
responsible for licensing a topic-comment construal (cf.
Chierchia 1986), predicating the flower-blossoming event as
the effect of the time being due, as in (13c).
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Evidence from the wh-self correlation

We single out a defining property of this
robust analyticity for the purpose of our
investigation: Simplex expressions such as
zenme ‘how’ and ziji ‘self’ may participate in
a quantificational/referential dependency
either as the operator or as the variable,
more or less according to their “height of
interpretation”.
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The Role-playing Nature of Wh and Self

Here I would like to explore the intuition that an
operator-variable pair functions as a single syntactic
object, just like an expletive-argument pair (Chomsky
1986, 1995), while tracing back to Chomsky’s (1977,
1981) original insight that wh-question formation,
relativization and topicalization share a basic design, i.e.,
all involving an operator-variable dependency.

The gist of our proposal is that Chinese wh and self may
role-play in an operator-variable dependency, and by
doing so, create a plethora of quantificational and
predicational usages along the clausal spine.
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The CP-vP dichotomy of wh as operator
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The inner-outer dichotomy of operator how 
(Tsai 2015, 2019)

inner how
at the peripheral area of vP, introducing an 
applicative argument
 with-relation with the event argument

outer how
at the peripheral area of CP, introducing a 
causative argument
 cause-relation with the event argument
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The CP-vP dichotomy of Self as operator 
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The inner-outer dichotomy of operator Self 
(Tsai 2015, 2019)

inner self
at the peripheral area of vP, reducing an applicative
argument in terms of focus construals
 anti-comitative relation with the event argument

outer self
at the peripheral area of CP, reducing a causative
argument in terms of focus construals
 anti-causal relation with the event argument
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The CP-vP dichotomy of Wh and Self

First, the so-called first phase syntax in Ramchand’s
(2008) sense has been extended to the “second phase”
along the clausal spine, as dictated by the typological
setup of Chinese in relation to its robust analyticity
(cf. Huang 2015).

Second, in the absence of agglutinative morphology,
unselective binding is employed extensively in
constructing operator-variable pairs on a sentential
scale (Tsai 1999a,b).
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Topography of Chinese reflexives and wh-adverbials (Tsai 2015)

(3)
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Wh and Self as variables
Reinhart (1997, 1998): wh’s as choice function variables 

Cheng & Huang (1996): bare conditionals are licensed through 
unselective binding from an implicit necessity operator. 

See H. Li (2021) for a comprehensive review of relevant issues, 
as well as an alternative unselective binding analysis based on the 
notion of “discourse referents introduced by wh’s (wh-drefs)”.

(4) a. ai za, za-di.  (North-eastern Mandarin)

love how how-manner

‘You do whatever you like.’

愛咋咋地。(別來煩我！)

b. ni ai zenme-yang, zenme-yang.  (Common Mandarin)

you love how-manner how-manner

你愛怎麼樣，怎麼樣。(關我屁事！)
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Wh and Self as variables

Similar bare conditional construals are also attested for simplex 
self, as revealed by Tsai’s (2012) study of reflexive doubling.

(5) a. zi zuo, zi shou. (Classical Chinese)

self do self undertake

‘Whoever do (such a thing) will undertake (the

responsibility).’

自作自受。

b. ziji zuo, ziji chi.  (Modern Chinese)

self do self eat

‘Whoever does (the dishes) will eat (them).

自己做，自己吃。
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The Syntax & Semantics of Quantificational Reflexive Doubling

This construal is very much reminiscent of wh-conditionals
such as (11), as discussed in Cheng & Huang (1996), where an
implicit necessity/universal operator (NEC) is merged to the
CP layer according to the parameter-setting of Chinese,
unselectively binding the pair of in-situ wh-variables (cf.
Cheng & Huang 1996; Tsai 1999a,b), as illustrated in (12a,b):
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The Syntax & Semantics of Quantificational Reflexive Doubling

One way to think of this issue is to say that, in parallel to the wh-
conditional, the pair of reflexives in (5a,b) undergo the same
unselective binding construal, as in (13a). As a result, the
reflexive variable of the antecedent clause is mapped into the
restriction of the NEC operator, while the reflexive variable of the
result clause is mapped into the nuclear scope, as in (13b):
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Sorting out Three Types of Operator Binding

Interestingly, although reflexive doubling patterns
with Chinese wh’s-in-situ in licensing bare conditional
construals, they differ in terms of λ-operator and Q-
operator binding, as summarized in the table below:

Table 1 -operator binding
topicalization

NEC-operator binding
bare conditional

Q-operator binding
Question formation

reflexive doubling yes yes no

wh-in-situ no yes yes
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Evidence from Inner and Outer Light Verbs

Finally, we explore some consequences of the inner-
outer dichotomy by claiming that there is no need to
distinguish applicatives from light verbs in Chinese in
view of its robust analyticity (see Huang 2015).

More specifically, while agglutinative languages such
as Chaga and Kinyarwanda employs verbal inflections
to introduce extra arguments (cf. McGinnis 2001,
Pylkkänen 2002, among others), Chinese typically
projects an inner layer of light verb structure for the
purpose of hosting these so-called applied objects.
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Bantu Applicatives 
vs. Chinese inner light verbs

Kinyarwanda

úmwáalímu y-a-andik-iish-ijé-ho

teacher 3s-Pst-write-Ins-Asp-Loc

ikíbáho imibáre íngwa.

blackboard mathematics chalk

‘The teacher wrote mathematics on the blackboard 
with a chalk .’
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Bantu Applicatives 
vs. Chinese inner light verbs

Mandarin Chinese

laoshi yong fenbi zai heiban shang

teacher with chalk at blackboard up

xie shuxue.

write mathematics

老師用粉筆在黑板上寫數學。
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Transtivization of Applicatives

(5) a. ta dui Xiaodi hen danxin.
he to Xiaodi very worried
‘He is (very) worried about Xiaodi.’
他對小D很擔心。

b. ta hen danxin Xiaodi.
he very worried Xiaodi
‘He is (very) worried about Xiaodi.’
他很擔心小D。
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Transitivization of Chinese Applicatives

Cheng & Sybesma’s (2015) suggests that
(5b) has an applicative head TO (i.e., the
implicit counterpart of dui ‘to’) in a
preverbal position. The silent category the
triggers verb-raising, giving the impression
of transitivization. The resulted verb
complex then proceed to join the Pred head,
which eventually introduces the external
argument.
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PredP-ApplP analysis

(6) a.
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PredP-ApplP analysis

(6) b.
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Transitivization of Chinese Applicatives

As a matter of fact, Cheng & Sybesma’s
(2015) applicative analysis of (5a,b) may
well translate directly into a treatment
based upon the inner-outer dichotomy of
light verbs in Chinese under the
cartographic approach (cf. Tsai 2015,
2016) , as illustrated in (7a,b).
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Transitivization of Chinese Applicatives

(7) a.
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Transitivization of Chinese Applicatives

(7) b.
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Evidence from whining wh-construals
We have a even stronger case in view of the following
paradigm of whining wh-construals (cf. Tsai 2017):

(9) a. ni mai-yuan shenme <mai-yuan>?
you hold-grudge what hold-grudge
‘What are you holding grudge about?’
你埋怨甚麼埋怨？ [pronounce the lower copy]

b. ni mai-yuan shenme?
you hold-grudge what
你埋怨甚麼？ [delete the lower copy]

c. ni mai shenme yuan?
you hold what grudge
你埋甚麼怨？ [delete the rear of the upper

& the front of the lower]
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Evidence from whining wh-construals

As noted by Tsai (2011, 2021), (9a-c)
can be derived through PF ellipsis given
that there is a functional projection in
the lexical layer, where its head FOR
(i.e., the implicit counterpart of wei ‘for’)
triggers verb raising. Given the tool set
we developed above, now we are in a
position to implement the insight in
more sophisticated manner.
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Whining wh: delete the lower copy

(10)
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Whining wh: delete the rear of  the upper
& the front of the lower

(11)
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Double Unaccusatives in Action

Another project of our line of research is to explore
the possibility of extending the inner-outer
dichotomy to unaccusative predicates. First consider
the following double unaccusative construction,
which can be understood as ‘the old airfield suffered
from two airplane crashes’, and given an light verb
treatment (with UDG (undergo), an implicit light
verb that introduces an Affectee as its external
argument):

(15) lao jichang shuai-le liang-jia feiji!
old airfield crash-Prf two-Cl airplane
'Two airplanes crashed ON the old airfield!'
老機場摔了兩架飛機！
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Double Unaccusatives in Action

(16)
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Stringing up Inner and Outer Light Verbs

Now we can deal with a more complicated case in
(17), which may well involve multiple light verb
construals in that it can be decomposed into ‘this
typhoon caused the old airfield to suffer the crash of
two airplanes’:

(17) zhe-ci taifeng shuai-le lao jichang liang-jia feiji!
this-Cl typhoon crash-Prf old airfield two-Cl airplane
‘This typhoon caused the old airfield to suffer the
crash of two airplanes.’
這次颱風摔了老機場兩架飛機！
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Stringing up Inner and Outer Light Verbs

On the technical side, this interpretation
suggests that there is yet another layer of outer
light verb projection on the top of the inner
affective light verb UDG. Hence a chain
reaction of (light) verb-raising all the way up
to the left periphery, as sketched below
(CAU(se) stands for an implicit outer
causative light verb).
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Stringing up Inner and Outer Light Verbs

(18)
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Extending the Projection of Outer Light Verbs
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CAUSE as an Outer Light Verb in the Left Periphery 
(19) na-ba dao qie-de wo hen lei.

that-Cl knife cut-Res I very tired
Lit. 'That knife makes I cut (with it) till I am very tired.'
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Conclusion

All these observations point to the conclusion
that there are many facets of this
internalization process of encoding causality
in both conceptual and perceptual terms. It
may not be part of UG, but surely lays grounds
for semantic composition and pragmatic
reasoning by providing guidelines and
backbones for sentence-building.
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